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Part I REPORT OF THE COURSE DIRECTOR

1. A nine-day seminar on training methods and progremraes for directors of
training institutes in public, parastatal and private sectors, including
directors of civil service, training centres and of establishment divisions
in the public services, was held, at the Kenya Institute of.;-Administration,
Lower Kabete (Kenya)',' from 4 through "12 August 197On This, was in accordance

■ with Commission resolutions 195(ixJ.and 202(lX) of 13.and 14 February I969
.respectively, "which called5 inter.alia for the acceleration of existing

, training programmes and the strengthening of- national, sub-regional and.
regional training institutions. In particular^ the seminar was organized
in compliance with the recommendations of the Preparatory Trainers: Workshop
on Modem Training.Methods and Teaching Aids held in Addis Abnba., 15-18
September 1969. \J '.' . ' .

2- Th6 objectives of the seminar were to foster in.the participants a
clearer understanding of their responsibilities as trainers and the need

for them to give trainers and instructors in their institutions appropriate

professional and administrative support for the efficient performance of

their duties. ..It. was also aimed at giving Directors of Training Institutions

an opportunity to evaluate the outcome of. the Trainers' Workshop held in

Lusaka 2/ (8 January through 6 February 1970) and to consider ECA's proposed
work programme for training trainers and promoting co-operation in the

development of training materials,, A further elaboration of thess objectives
is contained in annex, I« . . . ..■ ■- ;.. '

Organization and financing ' . ■ ■. ■

3. The Manpower and Training Section, assisted by the Public Administration
Section of ECA, organized the seminar,. The Kenya. Institute of Administration

provided hostel and conference facilities at their conference centre, includ

ing" free interpretation equipment and document reproduction facilities. In
addition, the Institute provided free transportation organised two .field

trips and supported the programme with the services of a cc—director^"an

administrative officer and a secretary-. It also offered a .reception---for the
seminar participants: consultants and guests-,

4« The international travel fares of participants; the services of three

consultants, a course director, four interpreters, and a secretary were

financed from resources provided by Utt/OTC. Participating member States
, cc-roperated effectively by providing their nominees; with-subsistence allow-

,ance. Assistance in organizing .the seminar was also received—from .the

United Kingdom Governmentj USAID3 the Ford Foundation? and the ILO; each of.

r) which provided and financed the services of a consultant to the seminar.

CAFRAP. provided and. financed the. services of two consultants.: and in addition

got its director of studies to prepare a paper on training research■■ needs:*

1/ See ECA document E/CN.I4/WP.6/29, ppc 16-19.

2/ See ECA document E/CN. 14/475* .:.
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Addresses . '

5. Through the good offices of Mr. COG. Maina, Principal of the Kenya
Institute of .Administration^ leading personalities were selected to deliver
opening and closing addresses. On 5 August," at 9.30 aom.,' an opening

address,, prepared by the Hon. Dr. Njoroge Mungai, Kenya Minister for Foreign
,Affairs, was read on his. behalf ty an Assistant Minister in his Ministry.,
The statement welcomed participants and in particular emphasized, the special
position of trainers, who-.were charged with...the responsibility 'of training and
developing manpower for nation buildings The closing address was delivered
at,3.30 p.m* on 12 August by Mr. GaK* Kariithi, Head of the Kenyan Civil
.Service and,Permanent Secretary, in the Office of the. President o' in his
speech, he expressed the hope that the same energy devoted to the localiza

tion of African public services over the past decade would now be directed
to the improvement of the quality of personnel at all levels.

Attendance ■

6. Eighteen participants/from 17 African countries, including one from
the East African Communityt attended the seminar. Of these 'six were from
French-speaking countries and one from a bilingual country. Participants'
profile was as follows: ' ' ..-. '

Directors and acting principals of training institutes/centres 11

Directors and principal secretaries of establishments - 5

ChieC training officers or training controllers . - - - i. 2'

■ - " . . 'Total 18 .

Participants: ■■■ . ■ .

From institutes of public administration - - • - - 6

From establishment divisions — — _ _ _ .„ _ 7

From' other training centres --.____'_ 5

. . . .- - Total 18.

7» One training centre represented at the seminar and which operated outside

though giving support, to the.normal civil-service training was the Management
Training and Advisory Centre in Kampala,

8. .Ten resource persons and consultants were available to the seminar.
Of. these one came from the UN (S?) East: .Africa Railway and Harbours Training

and. Development Project which also supplied two guest speakers to the seminar.

One observer was in attendance.

9. A list of the participants, consultants and guests is to be found in
annex III. ,<. . ■
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Seminar programme ...;.■ . ...

10. As part of pre-seminax preparations, would-"be participantB were requested

to select One or more topics from among those listed in.the seminar-programme

and prepare short papers highlighting country experiences, problems, experi

ments or planned action'in their national training programmes-and policies,

A number of potential participants were directly invited to prepare and

present papers in- relevant fields of-interest- In consequence.of this require-

mentj country reports were submitted by participants from Congo' (the People's
Republic of the), Ghana, Mauritius, Niger, Rwanda and the UAR. These papers

were formally presented and...discussed in plenary. sessions0

11. The seminar programme covered all the important topics recommended for

it by the Preparatory Trainers' Workshop referred to earlier. 1/ As some of
the topics had been discussed at other meetings of representatives of,Insti

tutes of Public Administration, it was decided to concentrate the seminar

programme on the more important topics related to the objectives set for the

seminar. Accordingly the following topics were discussed:

(i) Manpower training in national development.

, ; ■ (ii) Determining training needs, priorities and programmes,

(iii) Training as an exeoutive responsibility.

(iy) The. role' of trainers. .

1 '(v) -Training model, building. . ,.- - . ...

(vi) Training, methods and techniques.

(vii) . Thetraining of professional and technical personnel

in1-administrative skills. •. ..

(viii) . The training .activities of technical departments.

(ix) Training staff development and utilization.

(x) Human relations in the teaching/learning situation.,

(xi) Development and production of training and course materials.

(xii) Tecljniques f.or evaluating training programmes and.follow-up

... of training bourses. : ' ■

(xiii) Research needs in the development of training programmes.

(xiv) Public relations of training Institutes. ■

(xv) Consultancy and advisory services.of training institutes.

■■ (xvi) . Co-operation among training institutes,

(xvii) ECA work- programme for. training trainers.

1/ See ECA document E/CN,14/WP.6/29, pp. 18-19-
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12. To facilitate the discussion of the above topics, the following papers

and discussion notes were prepared ana. presented, in addition tcthe country

'papers mentioned above: ... ' ■-■: *■-• . ■" ;■ ; . ■ ■. ■ ': .. .■

■ '. . (i) ; 'Manpower .training -in national development, note by'the ECA. . ;.

': (ii.) -"Assessment;voftraining needs, by-P.E. Ward. •• •: ;■:.' -: > - ■' •■

■■''"■■■-. (lit) .The need for providing professional and technical officers-, ..'
■ ■' --■■■.• ■'- ■ -with training in. administrative-skills, ty I. Mackinson.,\-, . ,,

(iv) Training in human relationsD by P.E. Ward. *' > : •■

. (v) , Produqing.training and course materials, by Ian Mayo-Smith.- !

''^;(vi)U iesea^ch:^neea^inthe: development of draining, progrdiiimes^" ■;'. . ■.

': ".'.' . by. Dri 'Eavid Kimble-

(vii) ■ The place of.-consultancy and advisory services , ....

within: a training institution, note.'ty the ECA. ... , . : ■

13. The seminar also had for its consideration the "Report on the Trainers'
Workshop on Modem Training Methods .and Teaching Aids" (EGA document

E/CN.14/475). . ..,..:.. t.Jt.. ... :;: : ..-..-

U. The seminar programme,was-implemented in plenary discussions. Consultants
presented their papers or with the aid of notes: outlined the main issues _
for discussion. Participants freely discussed these issues and sought clarx-
fication from both consultants and fellow participants. The presentation
and discussion of country papers were largely the business of participants.
In the panel discussion on staff development,, two participants were given

the opportunity to.lead discussions. Although in the.interest.of-all in .

attendance sharing experiences brought forward during the seminar, all topics
had to "be discussed in plenary. The group discussion method was applied to

the discussion of co-operation among training ihstituteso One group was ,
English-speaking; the second group.was mixed and .it discussed., its -business

with the aid of the interpretation service.- The two groups later assembled
in plenary session to report their findings, harmonize-their conclusions and

agree on recommendations. . ... '■>.-■.. : . ,-

15. The production of training materials and the use of audio-visual
training methods were demonstrated. Slides locally produced ;.for teaching
purposes by the host, institute were shown and participants were most impressed.

16. The seminar programme as actually operated is detailed in annex II.

17. The primary objective of the discussions was to outline problems,
elicit solutions through country experiences and encourage participants
to appreciate new ideas. .It was not intended to reach definite conclusions

nor encourage the drawing up of a list of recommendations.
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*?*__ Parti?ip?nts we're encouraged, to share
noticeable silence.

ipants felt it should take., the

Mro Bo Heeralall (Chairman; Mauritius);

Mr. F,D0 Tumeo (Zambia)"; H,o Gregoire Mou>)eri (Congo, the People's
.-■ ■ . ■ Republic of the)*

Evaluation ;of-theSem.nar ' :

.hose of the participants and those of the course, director*

(i) JVg.luatioii .^tg

e^luatic^f ^% j^! Pps had .to fill out an
w^e^alvsed Id .- f ^stioas to M, Responses to these quartioni
the lSt d!v offvP ^m-*"6 °°Urr'e d"'e"OT for.plenaiy discussion on

^\f\, ."«»"• . ^e mid-oou:,se group diBcuSsion end the regular
f^ """f" aJ«°«*'-««-e'™u»"ntB made it possible to securfa

*rfon«"*.-*™»s«e*»i»ntB eid make ad^tments in

22..... The first,^^^^ was v.ii3thel- the seminar-was on the whole worthwhile

Z*2£Z*T^° °f thS 16 aKS";5PS anUySed' 15 ^eed that thiS

alB0 f-tereda tetter oo.prnhension o

l the -6 °f terminologies in the

ir5-^ S°U?M:-t0 find out *2H«* «* the'topics discussed and
demarmratod impressed partioipants most as far as its oossitle '

xmplementatxon in their home countries v^s concerned. Responses showed
that a good number of participants ,,ere ^pressed by the following nine items;
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- Training model (plan) buildings ." . . .

. ■ - Manpower training in national development.

- Techniques of evaluating training programmes and follow up.

- The role of a trainer. . . ■ ■

( . - Training as. an executive responsibility* ■■ ■ ■

- KoIoA!s (host institute) training film production effort.

. - Determining training needs? priorities and programmes. ■' -

'. - Research needs in the development of training programmes.

- Training staff development and utilization,

24- Question three was aimed at identifying the major weaknesses in the !
seminar. The views of participants also reflected a degree of misconception
of the purpose of the seminar. The following views were expressed try oneB
two or three participants: the seminar programme was too "tight'.'; it was ■ -
too packed; there was no free time. Discussion sessions were too long;

"breaks were inadequate; there were no social activities, (in addition to

the K.I«AO reception^ there were two excursions - one on Saturday afternoon
and one all-day programme on Sunday). The seminar was unique in its failure

to make resolutions^ (See Part II for recommendations). Consultants tended
to dominate discussions. The omission of French-speaking consultants was

unfortunate (CAFRAD supplied one). The seminar failed to carry the discussion
of one particular problem to its logical conclusion e.g., the development
of accounting cadre (this was not an objective of the seminar)* The group
discussion method would have been more useful in discussing major topics.:

The seminar -period could have been extended for a full period of two weeks

to aliow for a relaxed time-table. Some participants felt there were not
enough applied research papers and that some of the papers were below '
standard£

2% Question four dealt with specific aspects that, participants felt were

either Pissing or inadequately stressed* Their views indicated interest in
the following main topics:

1.- Elaboration of training model building.

- The training of technical and professional personnel .

in administrative skills.

- Training methods, and techniques. .

- The production of training and course materials.

- The role of institutes"of public administration within the structure
for overall training in the public service.

- Training as an executive responsibility. " . ■

- Practical work placement and supervision."
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26. Some of the observations reflected misconception. Some participants
thought the techniques of drawing course syllabus for general cadres for
adaptation to local needs could have been taught; ' .

.. .'■."-■

27. £ue^ti£n^_£ive invited suggestions for consideration in organizing
.similar seminars in future. Of the various suggestions offered, the follow-
ing are worth considering:

- Organize seminar programmes in suia.ll discussion groups*

- More use should be made of local experts, especially African
■ experts in leading discussions,

- Seminars that should interest not only Institutes of Public

Administration but also other training institutions should
be considered,

-■ Provide opportunity for participants to visit places related
to the subject matter discussed in the seminar/

28. ^uestion__six "sought to find out from participants what should have
been added to the programme end what should have been eliminated. They
suggested the following for possible inclusion:

-■ Policies, organization and procedures for co-ordinating trainingi
- : programmes and for fostering co-operation between training .

institutes on the one hand, and'the Establishment Secretariat
'. •' on the othero ■ ■ ■

- Participants should be requested to outline the organization and •
. work of theii1 own institutes, . • . ■ . ■ : . .

- Relationship of training staff in institutes of public administra
tion and lecturers in universities. ' '

- Study of ways and approaches to convince responsible officers in
. .government regarding.the value of training.

- auidelines' -or model programme for. the development and improvement •
■ .- of a'»ti cudes- ' '

29. Some suggestions were also made which were not so relevant. These
related to suggestions to include topics such as: Concept of development
administration; budgetary control problem; preparation of an ideal programmed

30, As regards what could have been left ouo of the programme nearly half
the respondents had no suggestions to'offer, Others suggested that psycho
logical subjects such as human relations, training model building, country
papers, the training activities of technical departments- and training as
an executive responsibility could have been left out.
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31. Relating some of the above observations to participants1 impressions
from questions numbers 1 and 2 might, have revealed some .inconsistencies.

Whilet for instance, some 7 participants felt highly impressed by training
model "buildings, two others wanted it eliminated from the programme because

the technique was not applicable to public service trainingl Different

participants learnt from the seminar to different degrees of perception and
understanding,

(ii) Evaluation by course director

32. In evaluating the seminar the course director'benefited from the views
expressed by consultants on their impression of the seminar.

33. The seminar was designed not for- the mere exchange of views but rather

to stimulate interest in the responsibilities of trainers and to encourage

adequate support for the work of trainerse' It was a training seminar and

course director's evaluation will be made within this framework. It was

primarily for the training value of the seminar that its programme was

conducted virtually in plenary sessions and thus give every participant

an opportunity to learn from any new ideas and experience emanating from any
quarters*

34» Participants behaved as responsible officers although one arrived

after half of the programme was through. Late withdrawals of candidature

were received by cables from Tanzania and Upper Volta* Candidates expected

from Congo (Democratic Republic of) and Senegal as well as a second UAR
nominee did not turn upo Attendance and punctuality at seminar sessions

were near perfecto Participants showed keen interest in all items of the

programme and it was not necessary to prod them to speak as the exchange

of ideas was simultaneous most of the time* However two participants
remained virtually silent,

35« The consultants to the seminar effectively handled their assignments

in leading and guiding discussions on the various seminar topicso Our

strategy was no make no clear distinction between participants and consultants,

while giving preference to the former to share in discussions* ■ Consultants

were very co-operative and together with the course director9 acted as a

team.

36. Host facilities and preparatory local organization could not have been
bettert thanks to the Principal of the Kenya Institute of Administration

and his colleagues,, Conference facilities^, secretarial service,, transporta

tion boarding arrangementsc, the reception, organized excursions, etc., .

were all very satisfactorily arranged., The only disappointment in the. whole

arrangement was the failure to secure the participation in the seminar of ■"

local Training Managers from the Nairobi business community*
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37* In 'the opinion of the course director the seminar was very successful.
It achieved its primary objectives, notwithstanding some of the observations

made by participants* Both consultants and participants felt'-the. same way.
Sufficient guidance was received "by ECA representatives as to the direction

of interest in developing trainers* programme - their emphasis that ECA

should assist in conducting national; trainers' workshops, while not neglect
ing regional workshops.

38- The course director also shared the feeling that the seminar programme
was overpacked and tight0 There were two reasons for this obvious weakness.

The first was that the programme* was established for the ECA by the Prepara
tory Trainers' Workshop which was held in Addis Ababa<, In opening the "

programme come" items of secondary importance were eliminated,. Secondlyr

ECA's budget for the seminar was very limited. It was a question of using

the limited resources for maximum-effect or not having the seminal" at all.
The first alternative vras chosen and it has proved fully justified, Because

resources could not finance a.n extended period of subsistence allowance for

ECA staff and the fees and subsistence of a team of interpreters,, the dura

tion of the seminar was deliberately re-s"cheduled for nine daysc

Follow-up action'

39* Deliberations during the seminar sufficiently indicated the follow-up

action thrvt ECA should undertake.^ In the first place8 in addition to the

issue of this report, -the working papers9 country papers and the summaries

of proceedings wi?.l "be edited and issued as a monograph on traihinge Action

will be token by the ECA Manpower and Training Section to establish a

training directory1 list for the purpose of disseminating to training insti

tutes in public;, parast.^tal and private sectors, information on training^-.

including studies on training methods and teaching aids.; .The).suggestion

that ECA should consider issuing a Training Bulletin wiil be examined with,
due consideration^ " '

40. A further indicator of the success of the seminar will beaction to

be taken by training institutes in the near future0 Interest in organizing

national trainee' workshop was clearly demonstrated at the seminar."

Accordingly^ ECA has been requested to establish a mobile team of specialist

trainers to assist in organizing national trainers' workshops™ Appropriate

action will be taken to constitute such a mobile team5 using both ECA staff

and regular consultants and at the same time count on the support of other

interested organizations* A limited number of regional trainers' workshops
will be considered,: 1

41* The suggestion that ECA should promote an "African Training Week" will

be giving due consideration in relation to appropriate projects in the work
programme 0
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Part II SUMMARIES. OF PROCEEDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1* Manpower training in national development

2. Determining training needs-, priorities and programmes . ■ .

'3» Training as an executive responsibility • ■ ■

4. The role of trainers * ■

■ 5» Training model building . ■■

6. Training methods and techniques " .. . . ■ .. ..,..■

7« .. Training needs and training methods a.nd programmes: Open discussions

8.. The training activities of technical departments

9« Training of professional and technical personnel in administrative

skills .

10. Training staff development and utilization

11« Human relations in the.teaching/learning situation -

12. Development and production of training and course materials .

13» Techniques for evaluating training programmes and follow-up

of training courses , ' . - .

14. Research needs in the development of training programmes

15» Public relations of training institutes

16» The place of consultancy and advisory services in a training institute

17* Public relations- research and consultancy services of institutes:

Open discussions

18« Co-operation among training institutes

19« Co—operation in research and training materials development:

■ • Group discussions . " .

20. - Discussions on country papers
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1. Man-power training in national development

try Mr • Edokpayi

Rapporteur: Mr. G, Mouberi

This report summarizes Mr* Edokpayi's paper and the suggestions^which

might well "be adopted in the light of the discussions which followed the

paper„ -

I* Summary of the paper

The aim of the paper was to underline the importance of training for

national development and the role of the trainer.

The transformation of traditional African economies into modern ■ .

economies requires a considerable development effort, which in its turn

requires an adequate supply of skilled and well-trained manpower., The

situation in our countries with regard to training is characterized try "the

great need for training and the acute shortage of skilled personnel*

What can be done about this?

There must be numerous cadres and specialists if there is to.be

developmento Whatever financial resources are brought into play, develop

ment cannot be achieved if the country concerned does not have enough well-

trained cadres and technicians* The lack of skilled' personnel in a serious

handicap to development in our respective countries. The development plans

launched in African countries since the Second World War could not be ful

filled for .-/ant of cadres with the necessary technical know-how and skills,,

This state of affairs-can only be-resolved through training,, This is

where those of us who are responsible for training come in.

Role of the training instructor

This section sets forth the main responsibilities of the director of

an institute of public administration whose tasks may include:

~ Definition and aim of training.

- Programming of training and its integration in the general

development programme,i

- Determination of the nature of the cadres to be trainedp different

forms of training (multi-disciplinary or specialized)!, the level
and requirements of training by sectors (public and private) and1
by activities (agriculture, building, industry, etca)<

- Participation in the formulation of governmental training policy..
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- Co-ordination of training.at the national level.

- Means of financing. . . ,■.,,. ... .

- Assessment of the cost of training.

- Notification of training projects in the public and private

sectors, ■ "■ - ■ ' . : ..

- Forecasting of the facilities needed for effeetive-training:•

recruitment of staffc supply of teaching materials, research,

contacts with officials outside the institute so as to .

interest them in its work, supervision of the work of former- : ' •

trainees who have left the institute.

II» Suggestions which might well be adopted in the light of the discussions

which followed the paper .

The discussions centred, around four main points:

1. The recruitment of instructors.

2* Training programmes,

3, Equipment and means of financing.

4. Supervision of trainees. v, - ■■•■.

A* The, recruitment of staff -. ■ ;

This question gave rise to lively discussions which can be summarized

under three headings;

1, Which authority should be responsible for the recruitment of staff,

the director.of the institute or the. Government? . .

2, What kind of training instructors should be recruited?

3, What status should staff have? ■ \

1. The authority responsible for recruitment

The following suggestions were made:

The director of.the institute.describes the posts.to be filled, specify

ing the necessary qualifications and, if necessary, establishing contact with

the required personnel; the Government endorses the decision.

2. What kind of instructors should be recruited?

This involves knowing whether full- or part-time staff should be

recruited. Should preference be given to expatriate or national staff?
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as well as natxonaa. staff. However, 30ms restrictions were advocated:

'.(a) With rapar.'; to expatrj.^e staff, certain conditions are
.necessary; foreign instructors often experience difficulty

in cc^jiicating thoir knowledge; they often find it !

difficult to adapt their courses to the country's needs-
select,on should therefore be made very :carefuily.

(b) With regaivd to national cadres, in some countries some of
xhemP .particularly senior cadreec show little interest in
eiv^iS courses at an institute j if they cc,n he coii^inoed
of ,no necessity of this, indeed thankless but so noble

■ a beet, experts viking in the field vail also be convinced
waen thair services, too, are requirad; the formula ~or
using consultants v;a3 also approved, but on condition that •

' ta^ institute pays for their travel and.living expenses ■
■'■' S, institute a^ that the consultants.:ai-e efficient; "'
-ECA miga-o provide institutes-with consultants if requested
m accordance with the normal procedures for .requesting
exports. . 6

■ -3- j^l.st^ig—^-Q1^^ staff have?

Should there bo a special statute for the institute's training staff

retSned, ^ ***" W ^^ th° ^^ ™ge*n* (of no strutsfbe

attr^evf^^T'arent":V:: HOyld ^ +" have a statute rf^^ la^ do™ anattractive system of remuneration and certain "benefits, . . T

ll<rt co-or^^e^ Several institutes^ ;,

sJrst-:rr^-ssr-ts

om ■ Xt ^ ^'^ "Jh6 ins'iiitute 'to'.procure what it nesds. With regard to
equzpment, the direct, may ask for outride assistance. "'
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D._ Supervision^of .trainees

to i

and programmes

Discussion leaders

Rapporteur:

Mr, POE. Ward

Mr- C,A. Baker

Mro BcAc Tlelase

the norrral
of their duties. For instance

:
OBJECTIVE

In +^ ^ Z pV a3-n QJcills, tecnniquss and attitudes. It
T+?! 1?e;11to.d?«de on the centre whereat training must De carried out •
on-the-job ,ra^£t classroom training, university or overseas training.

Terms of reference

(i) Recognition - The tracer., raiBt be assured of the amount and
izi^d 01 support they can enlist from Government. '

(ii) Conviction .- They must be of such personality as to be able tc
convince all ranks of Government that training is necessary. ■

S^O^S:PaU0n ^ °^ Nti may well be

Job analysis

-° ffrtain what knowledge, what skills aad what

SL ^i is emoient
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Job description

sumrriarize's the functions to be performedt the qualifications

necessary for this performancet the experience backing up this, performance,

and the new responsibilities incidental to the job.

Statistical analysis

Conclusions can be drawn from numerical data. Why have X people not.

been trained^and therefore promoted? Why .have X more people applied for ,.

departmental transfers? Is there something wrong with the set, up?- ;

Analysis' of training requirements ■■••■■.

(a) Establish common factors applicable to various jobs and

frame common training programmes to cover basic skills,

' (b)> Consider more advanced skills and decide where relevant

-. ,.;; courses can; be. arranged (i.e.8 inside or ;outside the

. ■" orgaiiizat ion) • .;. ■---■ i ;■.' .

(c) Compile a full syllabus to"cover all needs. "':"

■■'-■"■ * -. 1.

Programme of training . . ,: .: .

Hov; much money, how much time, how many and what people are available

to meet the training need? Define the draining problem, collect .facts to

high-flight the problem, choose between alteraativesc and evaluate the results
with a ready mind to amend; modify, nullify or.change to the chosen alterna

tive. ■ . --K.: ■ ■' ■ ■' ' •■
'■■'■*' ■ ■ * " ■

■ - " .••.•■■'■,)• ■ ' - ;•

Guiding questions :■;■ . ■

(i) Whose task is it to undertake research? N

(ii.) How does one, cater for changing needs?

The: Training Director looks out for weaknesses in work performance with

a view to an 'early^correction.'. Logic demands the closest and most mutual co

operation, between the Chief Personnel Officer and the Training Director.

Is there an officer in the establishments whose task it is to identify

training needs? Are.t£ere ministerial training facilities? Are regular

reports-made on serving'officers so as to reveal training gaps? Will inter-

ministerial inspectors^ if called into existencer locate, training needs?

Does the Chief Establishment Officer demand from Heads of Ministries to

indicate reasons for what changes in their respective ministries?

DISCUSSIONS ' :

These were directed to answering the question: Who identifies training

needs?
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A lengthy deliberationr interspersed with variations and hesitations

at times, revealed that the identification of training needs is a responsibility
to be shared by many interested parties:- the politician, the Manpower Develop

ment Planners,' the -Establishment Section, the Training Branch and the 0 and M
Unit. The supervisorsp however, are the most direct officers to determine :
training needs.

In summing up ?4r« P.E, Uard warned against the easy assumptionthat the N

Training Branch should undertake research. It just does not have the time

nor the responsibility to do this onerous exercise.' Perhaps it may be1 neces
sary to persuade governments to create research teams.

Mr, Baker advised the participants that there is a wide gap between the

concept of job description and job performance and that training is necessary
to bridge this gap. ...... .

(ii)* Determining training needs, priorities and programmes
in relation to assessed manpower requirements: Discussions

Moderator : Dr. J. Bukhala

: Rapporteur: Mr. D. Heeralall

The subject was discussed on the basis of a country paper presented,
by the participants from Ghanac Mr. David Gaveh. The main points put
forward were:

(a) The Government in Ghana is the largest single employer
in the country and to achieve its objectives it has set

up a number of institutions which cater for the training

needs of the various services*

(b) A National Vocational Training Institute has been Bet up ■
to assist the Government in establishing a national voca

tional training system with a set of specific objectives.

(c) Training schemes for the typing/stenography and the clerical
grades were mainly designed for promotion purposes and with ■

; no regard to Government needs. This is a weakness which /has

been recognized and remedial action is being investigated.

. (d) A great deal of time.spent on training courses had to be
devoted to educational subjects in view of low educational

attainments of trainees.

(e) The value of training is sometimes wasted in regard to
stenographers whose skills are not being used because

people do not dictate.
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(f) Top Senior Officers were not always conversant with the
value of training and to correct this attitude they should
themselves undergo appropriate training.

ollow^ TV a general discussion in whioh both the

r1** took ^and

(a) There was a need to recruit better educationally Qualified
personsj;o perforr.: stenography duties, as shorthand notes
which were badly tak«.n resulted in considerable loss of
time of dictating officers and the stenographers themselves

(b) The training programme of Ghsoia was appreciated as it was
geared towards productivity,, However„ it ran minted out
that there was •& tendency on ti- part of established staff
not to put m a good day's work:. Bat it was difficult to
assesc the standard of performance as there was no yard
stick to measure such performance*

(c) A different view was -^pveseed in rslafcior* to the posting
of xrainod stenograriiors on me:,-c typing diriiee. It was
pointed oux that, in aawy oases, the.fact was that the
Senior Officers did-not dictate and therefore did not
mate use of the skills ^vaile-hle,, f

(d) ae general view wae that the iiwnediate superviaors
should be trained, at the earliest opportunity so that
they -joiuo. have & bet'or appreciation of the'valre of
training,

(e) It was-recognized that ofter, tiie-^' WM a gap 1^^^
job deBcripcion and job pe^orrnsd aid thai it i/as urgent -
thau «uch gap siiould be b:,i,igedo ?Ms X'aised the question
as to who should be entrusted i;ith -ihis task,

(f) Finally it wa,s the general opinion thai; the recruitment
of cdndida.es iov jobs should be from ahiong those rho

Discussion leader: Mr, JK Kurivii

Happorteur: Mr, j^ Cooper

of
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There should be mutual understanding between the two parties and the

executive should possess the willingness for training. The training officer
has to decide how he sees himself in the training sitxiation, because he is
the prime mover in this field. The view of the discussion leader was that

the trainer is not only a prime mover; but that among other things( his

role is to render a service-by helping to carry out the training programme '
as laid out in a particular.country's national training plan. .. .

To be concise, his duty is to impart skills the best way he can so that

the executive officers or heads of departments for whom he ic training should

have efficient and productive staff- He emphasized that training is on
behalf;of, and in^the.interest of the executive'officer whose task it is to

see that subordinates do their work in the best practical way.

He indicated that in his experience he observed that the executive

officer preferred to push the whole responsibility of training to trainers.

He quoted an instance where an executive officer would simply say
"Train that man for my department" without any serious thought as to the

benefit to be obtained from training if any.

.The problems are:

(a) Most senior officers are occupying jobs for.which they have
no particular skill except that they were at the right place

when certain events occurred.

(b) Lack of interest in training at upper level.

(c) Poor staff development.

After some very constructive discussion by participants it was agreed

that the top executive should be carefully invite'd to conferences or seminars
to improve themselves.

4« The role of trainers

Discussion leader: Mr. J. Kariuki

Rapporteur: Mr. L« Sihiya '

The object of the discussion was to isolate, where practicable, the

functions or duties of trainers. The first problem to be resolved is'who
is a trainer and what qualifications should he have?

Irrespective of the magnitude of a training project, it was observed

that a trainer should essentially be a "well rounded" person. A lecturer

whose role is primarily to teach and very little else, cannot be regarded

as a trainer in the accepted sense. A trainer in the exercise of his

profession should participate in different training roles and for this"

purpose it is necessary for the trainer to know enough about training in

and out of the job and in and out of his country.
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It came out clearly in the discussion that trainers should not only

have academic qualifications and teaching experience. It is essential

that in addition to these they should have at least the; following attributes:

(i) Possess a right, flexible attitude in the exercise of their

professional duties. .

(ii) Understand and faithfully carry out duties stipulated in national

objectives and goals.

(iii) Must be capable of measuring and evaluating performances.

(iv) Must have a good understanding of management techniques, and must

be fairly knowledgeable in behavioural sciences; so as to be able:

(a) To develop good lecturers into good trainers.

(b) To succeed in winning the confidence of executives, and the

nation, on whose behalf the training is being done.

(c) To create a good image of his profession.

As it was felt that it is impossible to find a man who has all the qualities,"

an endeavour should be made to get at least someone who has some of the

qualifications -particularly someone who has an understanding of management

techniques.

5. Training model building

■ = Discussion leader: Mr. H. Hyman

Rapporteur: Mr. N. Swai

In introducing this subject the discussion leader 3aid that the case he

was going to present was not an hypothetical one. It was a current programme

He emphasized the fact that it took a lot of thought, time, hard xvork,

and co-operation of all the parties to the programme to get it operating.

The discussion leader stressed that any training programme must have

clearly stated objectives. As an example he stated the underlying objec

tives of the model he was going to demonstrate as follows:

(i) To actively involve the learning potentials of the work-site

in the.educational structure of the nation to organize the

manpower, the facilities and the job-site learning opportunities

so as to make the maximum possible contribution to society and

industry effectively and economically.

(ii) To utilize and involve the vocational training structure of the

State so that it can make a maximum contribution to the develop

ment of skilled manpower. ' .
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(iii) To achieve the largest possible progress in bringing about a

tutorial teaching - learning situation at the least possible

cost. The tutorial staff or training team to be made of

selected, designated, prepared and accredited instructors.

Having stated the above objectives he went on to describe the■programme

as follows:

This is "a three-year training programme for the construction industry.

In this programme several construction companies situated in different parts

of the country are involved. . .

The structure and organization of the programme is indicated in the

chart below: ■ ;

Key to abbreviations

J.A.C. = Joint Apprentice Committee

A.C. = Apprentice Co-ordinator

A.J.T. » Apprentice Job Trainer

G.F. = General Foreman

V.T.S. = Vocational Training School

The J.A.C. is made up of three members from the management and three

union officials. This is the body which formulates the policy for the

programme•

The A.C. is the key man in implementing the policy formulated by the

J.A.C. He is selected on merit, experience, and dynamism in the project.

The A.C. has seventy-eight A.J.Ts to assist him. In addition to these there

is the G.F. who also aesists in the training of the apprentices.

The project is funded by a special fund set aside for this purpose.

This fund is known as Apprentice Trust Fund.

The participants for this programme are initially selected after a

series of written and non-written examinations. Those who are selected

are given an aptitude test not to eliminate any of them from the programme,

but to determine their aptitudes in the project. When this has been done,

the participants are sent to a vocational technical school for a few weeks

course. In this course they are equipped with basic knowledge of the

project including safety measures.

The participants are then sent to the A.C. who distributes them to

the A.J.T., for job training. Each participant is provided with a sheet'

of paper containing specific job instructions. The A.J.T. and the G.F.

are supposed to follow the instructions given in the sheet. While the

V. r.s. ■

G .F.

J.A.C.

A

A.,

C.

7.T.
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apprentices are training in the field they have to continue with the neces

sary theoretical work in school on a part-time "basis. Periodical progress

reports are sent to the A.C.. for evaluation and necessary action with the

respective employers and the apprentices.

The training material for this programme is largely prepared by an
international specialized organization in curriculum and material develop-
ment.

A major problem experienced in the operation of this programme is that
of securing the co-operation of the general foremen.

After the above description of the project, observations, comments and

questions were invited from the participants. The project being rather new

to most participants there were no comments or observations. There were,

however, a few'questions seeking clarifications on such issues as: Who

provided the budget for the programme? How were .the trainers selected,

including the instructors at the vocational schools? and the question as to

whether this project could be feasible in the African context.

To supplement Mr, Hyman's'presentation the representative of Uganda

requested Dr. Bukhala to present a programming scheme for training: This

was eventually entitled "Plan of operation for training". The following

stages to be followed were suggested:

- Identifying needs.

- Defining these needs in relation to the individual, in relation

to the official and in relation to oneself.

- Translating the needs into, action.

- Identifying the climate, i.e., whether the executive officer or the

chief needs training. " ■

- Preparing suitable courses.

- Adapting the courses to the trainees (service head, junior officer).

- Selecting resource personnel and the method.to 'be used (conference,

round table,, discussion, debate, traditional type of course).

- Taking budgetary considerations into account.

- Deciding upon the venue (school, office, etc.)*

The next phase is the execution of the programme.
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6O Training methods and techniques

Discussion leader: Dr. J# Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr. A.B. Abaliwano

Dr. Bukhala led the discussion and stated the objectives of the session
as follows: . *

. (a) To find out whether there are other training methods and
approaches that can be applied in various training programmes.

(b) To identify ways and means of making training attractive
so as to induce high-level officers to attend such training
programmes. • ■■ ■

(c) To review the various aids available.to the trainer.

It was noted that training could be given through the use of:

Conferences Counterpart system

Seminars Internship system

Institutes Formal courses

Workshops Refresher courses

On-the-job training Symposium

Apprenticeship Teaching machine

For the purpose of the French-speaking participants the use of insti

tutes, workshops, counterpart system, internship and conference was explained.
During the discussion it. was noted that there is a need for the standardiza

tion of training terminology in the two languages.- French and English. It

was suggested that in order to avoid confusion EGA and CAFRAD should look

into the possibility of producing a GLOSSARY OF TRAINING TERMS in both languages
to help training institutes/centres.

Dr. Bukhala ei so referred to techniques through which' information can be

imparted during any one training strategy enumerated above. He discussed the
uses of:

Films Transparencies

Film-strips Flash, cards . . £

Slides Flip cards

Magnetic tapes Lecture notes or talking points

Video-tapes
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'and also the uses of:

Lecture method

Interactive,lecture

Questions and answers

Discussions

Visits or field classes

Simulation and gaining

Intray, role playing, case studies

Exercises and their use

Inquiry and assignment project

Programmed instruction.

In the use of teaching machines, programmed .books or any other method or

technique, there must be full support of the institution. Attention has to
be drawn to the use of VISUAL AIDS by trainers and wherever possible "such aids
must be provided for in the budget. A point of caution was made on the in
discriminate use of any particular method or visual aid without taking into
account its effectiveness.

7. Training needs and training methods

and programmes: Open disouBBione

Rapporteur: Mr. F.D. Tumeo

Mr. A.B. Abaliwano, Uganda, opened the discussion by wondering whether
a universal/training model could be evolved which could constitute a basis
of all training programmes. He added that the.model developed by Mr. Hyman,
which was illustrated the previous day, had no universal applicability.

Mr. Hyman stated that it was not possible to develop a training model

with universal applicability to all training situations the world over.
Each training model would have to be related to a particular situation'and
should be based on the available resources and critical priorities. Each
Director/Principal should therefore develop his own training model, taking
the foregoing factors into account. He stressed that, developing a training
model was an arduous task entailing considerable time and energy. It had
taken him 30 years .-to develop his model. :

Mr. J. Madete, Kenya, described how his training institute at Maseno,
Kenya, executes various training programmes at various levels in order to

develop various grades of clerical officers in the Kenyan Civil Service.
The aim of his explanation was to stress the point that the training pro
grammes at Maseno were designed to meet the pressing needs of the Kenyan

Civil Service at clerical level.

Mr. M. Ralaidovy, Malagasy, apologized for not having submitted his
country paper, He explained that this was due to the short notice he

received concerning his attendance of this seminar. He then explained in
detail how various institutions in his country are tackling the problem
of training in various sectors. The point he made was that training

policy in his country is determined at national level and that all train

ing programmes are designed in accordance with the national training policy.
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Dr. Bukhala, wondered whether Mr, Abaliwano's question on training model

had been fully answered. He stated that what was in fact essential was the

acquisition of the necessary techniques to develop a training model. He

suggested that this could be best done b'y examining all the stages entailed

in the development of a training model. This was agreed and Dr. Bukhala

enumerated the following stages in developing a model:

(i) -Perception of training need by training officers. This entails:

(a) Technique of perception.

(b) Identification of the needs. -, .."■.„■ . ■

(ii) Definition of the needs at various levels, e.g.:

(a) Individual need. ' - .

(b) Group need. '

(c) Self need, etc.

(iii) Derive and specify needs based on specific objectives.

(iv) Identify who heeds training, normally'on the basis of performance

on other manifestations.

(v) Develop course material.

(vi) Determine the form of training. This could be conference, seminar,

workshop, refresher course, etc., according to the seniority or

level of the participants. ■ . . - '

(vii) Determine appropriate method of teaching.

(viii) identify appropriate personnel resources. . . . '

(ix) Identify the venue. '

(x) Budgeto . . ■

(xi) 'Select appropriate audio-visual-aids.

Dr. Buknaia emphasized that considerable details needed to be added to

the above model, e.g., time, etc» The model was in fact a kind of critical

path analysis.

Mr. Bukenya wondered whether a training model was the' same'thing as.

training programme?

Mr. Bukhala explained that while there were several ways of looking at

the word "Model", it will mean guideline or blue-print in this context. All

training officers must be guided by the model in designing course programmes,

etc. ■

Mr, Edokpayi, thanked Dr. Bukhala for presenting the model and for

all the subsequent clarifications. Ke'emphasized the'need for this logical

approach to the management of training.
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Mr. Swai, raised the question of training in attitudes in order to
reorientate public servants. He stated that he would be grateful to learn
from members of the seminar about their experiences in this aspect of train
ing.

Mr. Edokpayi stressed the need for this type of training by citing

various embarrassments he had experienced at the hands of public servants
in various countries. His viev.'s were shared by many participants.

Mr. Tumeo, Zambia, stated that training in attitudes can only be fruit
ful if undertaken at national level and on a massive scale. It should be
part and parcel of the process of reorientation or psychological decoloniza
tion in which political and other leaders should play a leading role. He
concluded by emphasizing that various trainers should play the role of guid
ing mentors through identification and analysis of attitude problems-, ani
by incorporating into their training programmes the teachable aspects of'
the reorientation process.

Mr. Gaveh,. Ghana, stated that he agreed with Mr. Tumeo and intimated

that this was in fact taking place in Ghana. He added that in his. country,
the Prime Minister was emphasizing courtesy among public servants in all his
speeches. Furthermore, he continued, the Prime Minister has instructed
Permanent Secretaries to mount courses in.attitude adjustment. Mr. Gaveh

concluded by emphasizing that all social and moral institutions such as
schools and churches, etc., should be involved in the teaching for reorienta
tion.

Mr. Abaliwano, Uganda; explained now in his institute a programme in
psychology training has boen launched, the objective of which is to reorientate
the attitudes of the participants. He said that the training was having
good results.

It was finally agreed that there was need to mount training courses in

attitude adjustments,. In this connexion, the Ugandian experience was interest
ing and was worth considering. There is need also for trainers to continue

making enquiries into ways and means of how best to include attitude training
in training programmes.

8. The training activities of technical departments'

Discussion leaders: Mr. C,A. Baker and Mr. S.I. Edokpayi

Rapporteur: Mr. Souleymane Ly.

One of the first points which emerged was that the technical departments:
Ministries of Health, Education, Public Works and Police Department already-
had their own training bodies before the specialized training agencies were
set up.

The schools set up were intended to view training from a different angle
and abandon the purely classical framework*
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Once the motivation is known, the next phase is programming: knowing

what staff to recruit, what programme to teach and what will be the sources

of, finance.

Once a project is launched, it is necessary to:

- Keep track of the work of staff. ' '■''■'

- Supervise the work of instructors.

- Organize lectures.

-. Submit memoranda explaining the Government's policy. ..

- Make constant amendments to the training programme."

■7 Publish a brochure or handbook.

■ - Formulate a very flexible training policy which can be revised

at any time.

- Assess the Government's activities in the field of training.

- ■ Find out if the targets have been achieved.

- Evaluate the cost/effectiveness ratio to decide whether or not

expenditures are justified. . , ...

- Consider whether some other department might not have been more'

suited for giving certain training.

- Consider, when several departments are engaged in training, the

possibility of rational regrouping.

- Determine what co-operation could be established between the

different departments so as to create mutual trust.

- Introduce new methods when appropriate.

- Establish exchanges of information (programmes, difficulties, teach-

.... ing opportunities, advice, reports, etc.).

Other activities may be those involving training institutes and schools.

They can be summarized as follows:

- Preparing monographs. . .

- Acceding to the requests of different departments.

- Dissuading applicants if their requests are not of particular interest,

- Opening the institute's library1to the public.

- Organizing football matches to eliminate any friction and create

friendships. ■

Experiments tried out in the.field of training activities in some. ■

countries concern the further trainirg of personnel who, following inde

pendence, were given responsibilities for which they were not trained,

such as senior technicians, agronomists, doctors, etc.
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The conclusion drawn by the Chairman was that co-operation should be

established and. consolidated between the various technical departments

engaged in training. But more or less.unofficial relations were not enough;

the co-operation should be properly instituted on a permanent basis.

With' regard to co-ordination, it is generally desired that it be the

responsibility of one body, which would associate the directors of .training

institutes and schools in all its plans and programmes. This is the case
with bodies cited by some participants and which go under the name of the
committee, council or commission for human resources. It does not seem

that a training institute or school can be assigned such a complex task for
the very reason'that training'establishments come under different departments

9» Training of professional and technical personnel

in administrative skills

Discussion leaders: Mr. J. Green, Mr. C. Magat

' ■ and Mr. F.D. Tumeo

Rapporteur: Mr. I.A. El Borollosy

Mr. Green started by commenting on Mr. Mackinson's paper entitled "Neces

sity of Trainig Administrators and" Technical People in Administrative Skills"
and stressed the following points:

The rapid increase of the number of positions held by professionals
in the Zambian Civil Service and the result of such an expansion is

observed everywhere in the world with corresponding increase in
professional and technical education,

The absence of any systematic training for these high ranking profes
sionals.

Professionals may be willing to leave administrative posts to the
genoralists.

But then, what qualities does an administrator need? In answering this

question, Mr. Green indicated that the greatest quality needed by an

administrator is leadership. Also, some skills are needed since manage
ment is a' science. He further asked:

Can administration in fact be professionalized? ' ■

Is it possible to transfer an administrator from one environment to
another and still remain capable of carrying out his functions efficiently?

He then concluded by stating that professionals heed some further

training to get fully acquainted with the requirements of administrative
posts and the opportunity to occupy these posts.
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Mr. Magat then expressed the-view that a good administrator can be

developed, hence, the need for professionals to bejtrained.in administra-
tive skills. He mentioned the inter-regional seminar held in Geneva by .'
the United Nations in August 1968 which stressed the need for developing
senior administrators. Tfcere was also similar world-wide programmes. All
such efforts recognize the need for good administrators who can fulfil
satisfactorily the development objectives. Hence there is a very strong-.-

need, to provide professional with administrative skills. . -,, ... \ • -..-. ; ;

Mr. Turneo (Zambia) started by protesting against the presentation of, ■
Mr. Mackinson's paper by someone else other than himself,'since-he was .'■
briefed by the author for that purpose. He then ibegan to, .explain, the-;-. [;>■>
Zambian poiiit of View regarding professionals in'administrative posts.

-Zambia needs to use professionals in their fields of specialization. It
cannot spare them to take other administrative posts. There is actually

a high percentage* of superscaie posts for professionals to aspire to.

The course director apologized to Mr. Tumeo for the incidence which

was.due to misunderstanding in Mr. Green's intended reference to Mr.
Mackinson's paper.

Dr. Bukhala backed the idea of training professionals to occupy
administrative posts.

Mr. Swai stressed that the question should be considered in the con
text of the situation. For example, in an engineering project where
engineers are in .the majority, a generalist administrator would.be'in an

awkward position.. In the Tanzanian experience there is really no scarcity
of professionals (.especially engineers) but some of them are doing other
easy tasks that could be fulfilled by non-professionals. Hence the
difficulty.

Mr, Ralaidovy stated that in Madagascar they sometimes use assistant

administrators to help the professional directors of technical departments.

Mr. Souleymane thought that not everybody could be trained to be

an administrator. Certainly ho must possess the equalities that would

enable him to direct and supervise others.

Mr. Baker .asked whether countries' could" afford to let highly trained

professionals carry on administrative jobs. There is a*danger that he

might be biased toward his profession in decision-making especially those
concerning appropriations. '

The problem is really not who is to be put on the top because adminis

trators are not always at the top.

Mr. Edokpayis ' Giving the professional the status of the administrator

is certainly a way out of the dilemma.
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Mr.Tumeo: Administrators are found at all levels in Zambia.

Mr. Laurencine: There is a need for a good structure that allows a

dialogue .between administrators and professionals. Mutual exchange of

ideas, is a useful thing.

Mr. Maclete: We tend to magnify subjects. An administrator is a man

who can communicate with thosn under and above him; the people we call

leaders must also have some.skills. *

Mr* Edokpayi: Some training will not do any harm to technical and

professional personnel; it will help them. They have to be prepared for

their administrative tasks.

10« Training staff development and utilization

Panel: Mrs. C.K. Olawoye, Mr.B.A.N. Collins,

Mr". B.So Bukenya, Mr. S.I. Edokpayi

Rapporteur: Mr. Ralaidovy

First, the need for the newly independent countries to arrange for the

rapid training of personnel to replace expatriates and thereby achieve savings

was stressed-.

This involves training multi-disciplinary personnel whose general train

ing is still not sufficient, it being understood that the posts to be filled

range from the bottom to the top of the hierarchy.

For this the necessary finance and qualified training staff have to be

found. Considerable hopes are being placed in the seminars now being organized

for this purpose (in Trinidad, for example)-

The training instructor needs to have a good knowledge of training

requirements to be able to decide upon the best training.methods, to know

how to guide such training" and.to take account of the country's Focial and

economic developmentc Training should improve behaviour so as to encourage

developmento .

Many qualities are required of the training instructor: these include,

among other things., talent for speaking, discussing and teaching, love of

team work, ability to adopt new techniques and thus to adapt to any situation.

Consideration was also given to hov.' the director should treat the teach

ing staff and the following suggestions were made:

(i) During the preparatory period, everybody's role should be clearly

defined, it being emphasized that Gverybody forms part of one and

the same team. . "
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(ii) In.the training of personnel, the consent of the higher authorities
is very desirable, particularly as it makes it easier to find the

necessary means of financing. . . .

(iii) The personnel should receive special attention so that they should
not be made to feel useless and unwanted; but that they can enter

tain the ho,pe of being deservedly promoted one day.

(iv), A.sound theoretical and practical programme should be communicated
to the staff. . , ■--.'.

On the question of improving staff output, it was suggested ;that it
can also be achieved by: ■■ .■-;.■■■. -'■ i, ■

- Giving the staff the opportunity to establish contact with the

consultants.

- Allowing them to 'take external courses. "

- - Dealing with its administrative position.

- Informing them of the institute's objectives.

- Encouraging team spirit.

- Arranging time-off and relaxation. ■■

• Being of service to the staff whenever possible.

- Providing staff with the necessary facilities to make their

courses successful * . ■ .

An account was given of training techniques in Uganda, which has a

number of centres for administrators and for local chiefs, in addition to

courses for those engaged in rural community development.

It is fairly difficult to recruit staff to replace foreign instructors

as the officials occupying senior posts have not alt/ays received an adequate

general training.

Reference was also made to Nsamizi training courses in community

development. They are divided into two categories:

Long-term courses for those who will be concerned with social and

youth education and the rehabilitation training of invalids.

Short-term courses for churchmen and junior personnel (e.g.,

supervisors of public v/orks depots); refresher courses.

The staff consists of permanent instructors who have been trained

on the spot and foreigners (at the institute) and expatriate personnel

brought in with the help of the United States of America, the United .

Kingdom, Sweden and Canada (particularly for social training). ' ( ' '
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The director of Nsamizi training centre, moreover, is apparently a

Canadian. The courses are expected to start at the end of next September.

It is necessary to have competent staff. But, if the training staff

is to be attracted and retained, certain conditions have, to be fulfilled:

- Salary in relation to the work expected of the staff (to be

'negotiated with the financial services).

- Satisfactory working conditions.

- Organized recreation,

- Adequate accommodation.

Unless these conditions are fulfilled, the team will not feel at ease

and performance may suffer.

- If possible, additional training should be obtained outside

the country, but with prospects of improving the post and

the remuneration.

There may be defections: . ,

- If the staff is not satisfied with their jobs.

- If their assignment is not stimulating enough.

Lastly, reference was made to the methods whereby trainees are sent

abroad and the special obligation of trainees to fill in a questionnaire

enabling a proper study to be made of >their utilisation and a training

programme to be drawn up on the spot.

In Nigeria, in many newly independent countries, a scheme for training

the manpower needed to replace foreign technicians was operating, until the

events of the civil war compromised everything.

At the end of the hostilities, the Government instructed, an expert',

Mr. Mandly, -to study training in the Civil Service. In the light of his

report, the Nigerian Government called upon each Ministry to organize train-,

ing in its own department. At the same time, co-ordinating committee and

sub-committees were set up to examine each service's training needs.

At the present time, yarious courses are being organized for officials

by the various institutes. . It was discovered, however, that senior officials

preferred to go abroad for training. Care was taken to ensure that those who

attend training courses abroad know before hand that they will be trained

with a view to promotion and greater efficiency in their work.

There is also a.definitive way of encouraging training staff: they

should be given the opportunity to take part in the seminar for directors;

they should have access to newspapers and periodicals so that they can improve

the standard of their work; they should be promoted while continuing to per

form the same duties; for reasons of prestige they should be on various academic
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committees; they should be given the opportunity of taking part in the

research needed fcr social and economic development and, finally, they should

be given every opportunity to travel abroad to learn about new techniques.

The question was also raised of how contacts can be maintained be

tween the institute and its former trainees.

It was suggested that staff should not be trained exclusively by

seconded personnel so that full advantage could be taken of new techniques

adopted in governmental services.

The practice of seconding an official for a certain period, whereby

he does not forfeit any rights or privileges in his original service,

should satisfy this dual preoccupation.

It is not always possible to find an institute abroad to train training

staff in accordance with the development needs of each country even if they

are sent to a country with a social and economic structure similar to that

of their own country.

To help overcome this anomaly, it would be sufficient to give trainees

who have returned from abroad refresher courses designed to make it easier

to adapt the training received to national needs.

Seminar participants also noted with some concern.the lack of the

right attitude to work in many public servants in their countries. Trainers

have a responsibility in promoting the desired attitude through their train

ing programmes and by tneir examples. In this connexion, Mr. Swai asked

how people(l- behaviour could be improved and the right attitude developed.

Everybody recognizes that employees, both in the public and private

sectors, need to be courteous so as not to frustrate clients and visitors. .

Many employees require an education in politeness and civility.

The attitude of the secretary who displays indifference, of the switch

board operator who replies unhelpfully, of the nurse who demands money for

giving an injection, of the employee who because of his contacts can get

away with anything, of the politician who shelters behind his party - all

this is to be deplored, particularly as even at the highest, level there are

very few instances of senior people who are incorruptible and capable of

setting a meticulous and conscientious example.

The courtesy campaign launched by the Prime Minister of Ghana deserves

a mention. Emphasizing at the beginning of every speech the necessity for -

everybody to display courtesy everywhere is certainly the most effective

way of making the citizen more aware.'

The idea"that we have inherited certain attitudes from the colonizer

was not upheld, and it must be recognized that we must ourselves seek

effective solutions.
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Education received in childhood may be regarded as affecting the

individual's later behaviour. It might also be borne in mind that religious
education can help to improve personal behaviour. Neither wealth nor poverty
necessarily have an adverse effect on behaviour.

In conclusion, one should preach by example, and a good example should
be set from above, by those in the highest posts.

H' Human relations in the teaching/learning situation

Discussion leader: Mr. P.E. Hard

Rapporteur: . Mrs. Olawoye

The discussion was led by Mr. P.E. Ward of the Royal Institute of
Public Administration, London,, His paper entitled "Training in Human

Relations" which had been distributed earlier formed the basis of the discus
sion. As its French translation was not available, Mr. Ward went through

the paper.in detail for-the. benefit of the French-speaking participants.

As many officers rise to supervisory positions without ever having any

training in human relations, Training Institutes could help in filling this
..gap by providing training in human relations. As background, the basic

essentials of psychology in as far as they affect human attitudes should be
understood as these provide information as to what motivates one's fellow-

men. The:basic motivational concept was given as that of."need", which is
satisfied by an active pursuit of a "goal". This need may be purely

physiological ones like the need for food and rest or emotional needs like
the need.for love,.self-r?spect and respect for others. Dependence, on
others for the satisfaction of these needs creates the desire to be with
other human beings. Motives change.from time to time; at times, men are

not'even aware of what motivates .their action. Usually man is.surrounded
with many goals and motives and in consequence he is continuously faced

with conflicting and frustrating situations which must be resolved as best
as he can. ■ . ■ . ' ■

It is also useful to know management attitudes towards employees. ■-.':

There are those employers who take a negative view and believe that man

has an inherent dislike for work and will avoid it if he can. Others

believe that.jnah in..fact derives satisfaction'from work and-seeks1 respon
sibility.

A course on human relations could begin with lectures and discussions

on the above mentioned topics. The rest of the course could be programmed

in five stages as follows: . - ..■-■.

(a) A round-table discussion on discipline, supervision and : .
man management. This will among other things help to

bring out the qualities of a good cupervisor.
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(b) A round-table discussion under a training officer to establish

the main1responsibilities of a supervisor.

(c) A further discussion to establish workers1 needs.

(d) A discussion about factors which decide performance, e.g.,

health, age, homelife, etc.

(e) The last stage of the course could take the form of case

studies and role playing supplemented with visual aids in

. the form of suitable films .like "Twelve angry men", "Lilies of

the field," etc. Such films might be shown in stages. At

the end of'each stage, the trainer can check on the re

actions of each participant. Ther.e is what is known as

the 'T' group l/ which provides situations for role playing.,

up 1 groups are of two types, viz., structured and unstruc

tured. In either case, the aim is to make a small group

of people more self-aware, self-critical and more sensitive

to the possible result that their statements and actions

may have on other people. Mr. Ward warned that the !T'

group is a very delicate method of training and requires

very careful handling.

The Chairman suggested that Mr. Ward's paper is very relevant particularly

in relation to what could be done, through training in human relations, to

improve the general attitude to work in the public services. In the general

discussion that followed, participants agreed that human relations is one

of the key subjects.which should continue to be included in the. course pro

grammes of the various African institutes of public administration. On the

question of approach to the teaching of the subject, participants were con

scious of the danger in introducing teaching methods which, although might

have been used successfully in overseas institutes, could be unsuitable in

an African scene. It was, therefore, stressed that care should be taken in

deciding on the choice of method. The point was made that in spite of its

danger, the !T' group provides the best method of teaching human relations

in that, while in the "T1 group, the trainees can actually feel human rela

tions, the effect of which can be more lasting amd more direct than giving

them a series of lectures on the subject.

12• Development and production of training'and course materials

Discussion leaders: Mr. I- Mayo-Smith and Dr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr. T.. Kamara ...

It is generally agreed that any course, if it is to be alive, should be

illustrated, hence the use of training aids such as audio-visual methods,

tapes, films, dossiers, textbooks, slides, etc.

l/ Group Therapy for training purposes.
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To illustrate their btaiementsc. ihe.discussion leaders.showed two sets

of slides. ... .

HoweverP the participants both praised and criticized the methods used

in this field. The-showing of slides is attractive^ particularly when they

are in colour. But: if this practice is to be effective in futurer the nature

of the slides shown should correspond to the level of the audience so as to

influence it and make it more aware. Furthermore, it is important that the

slides are true to life.

Finally^ slides are among many means of making training more effective.

It is a field which training instructors should explore in full. In this

connexione it would be helpful if training institutes exchange slides or any •

such media. * '

13* Techniques for evaluating training programmes and follow-up

of training courses

Discussion leaders: Mr, C»A, Baker and Mr. N, Swai

Rapporteur: Mr. Francois Harelimana

(i) Evaluation of training programmes

(a) Providing for a sufficient budget to be able to carry out
training programmes,

(b) Assessing the ability of participants to assimilate, new
material so as to be rble to draw up a sv.itable training :■

programme r

(c) Evaluating the programme periodically so as to be able" ;-■
to check whether it is continuing to be effective,

(ii) Techniques of follow-up of training courses

(a) -Asking the trainee if and to what extent the course was
useful to him; asking him to write a critique of the

training programme which he took; this will enable those

responsible for training to assess the usefulness of their

programmes and* if necessary, improve them, '

(b) ■ Asking the trainee to submit a report regularly and to
emphasize the good and bad points in training programmes.

■ (c) Visiting the former trainee at his duty station to find
out how well he is applying his knowledge, ' ■

N«B' ^is continuous contact enables the trainee to keep up to date
with his subject and the training instructor to plan and prepare
valid and reliable training programmes.
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14« Research needs in the development ... *

of training programmes 1/

Discussion leaders: Mr. C.A. Baker and ' .

Mr- S.I. Edokpayi

Rappoi-teur; Mr,; Go Mouberi

The speaker's first indicated the purpose of research and its prerequisites*

They then commented on Dro Kimble's study „ which gave rise to discussions from"

which the seminars participants were able to discuss various points which

emerged. ' ■ ■ " , v . . ■

I* Training research needs

A* Purpose of research

Research supplements training programmes. It may be pure research,

applied research or even a survey^ the findings of which will be used in

the short or long run.

Training research :

(i) Identifies training problems. . ■ , ■■ - ■

(ii) Adapts our training methods. . ,

(iii) Prepares training material,

(iv) Supplements training programmes,

in accordance with new trends in training.

B. Prereguisites of research

(i) The person engaged in research should be deeply interested in it.

(ii) .Research should relate to .specific problems.

(iii) It should ccuaiai; of a programme connected with the disciplines ,
which necessitate it,

(iv) It requires facilities such as a library3 budget^ etc.

(v) It should be carried out at the most propitious time,

(vi) The results should be applied in course programmes or published
by the institute. "

C« Analysis of Dr0 Kimble's- study '

The analysis demonstrated:

(i) The importance of research for training programmes because it . .
\ makes it possible to determine the aims of training, the nature

of the courses to be taught (theoretical or practical), the

methods to be used^ etc*

if Based on Dr. Kimble's paper on,"Training Research Needs",
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(ii) The integration of research in training programmes,

(iii) The orientation of the institute's research and the degree of
support which might be expected from the Government.

(iv) The methods to be used in research (identification of problems,
study of the consequences of those problems, study of the .
various possible short- and long-terra solutions, selection of
possible solutions, study of the advantages of each possible

sol\ition: cost in staff, time and financial cost).

(v) The need to evaluate the findings through the organizing of
experimental courses.

II* Discussion

During the discussions, the following points, emerged:

(i) Definition of research.

(ii) How should research be conducted? Can a body outside the
institute be used? Should the institute be used and- if so,
who should carry out the research? Should it be somebody
engaged only in research or each teacher?

(iii) How should research be evaluated? '" "

A. Definition of research

The definition proposed by Mr. Baker was adopted. In Mr. Baker's view,
research can be pure or applied,. A survey can also be research (e.g., a .
monograph,, the main point being that the findings are used in short- or :'
long-term research. . "

-]»=„ AppU^d ?;esefch is the research which interests us the most; neverthe
less, we should also, use the other forms of research. ' ' ■

B« How should research be, conducted? . ' p

Research should be conducted within the institute. Whether an officer
responsible for research is needed depends or. the size and pcssibmties

°LV? ™T ' f 1S m°St ™likely that the <*ve™™nt would.second an
official who would be engaged only in research, which is in many cases
carried out by the .university. Thus it seems more appropriate that each
training instructor does his own research with a view to improving his

Z+TVr USlnf+the material for plications. However, as. theTraining
instructor is often yery busy and research takes up considerable time,
other methods of collecting information need to be investigated. . ■
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(i) Students of .the national schools of administration which train
iTiiddle-lovel and senior, cadres; it;is usual to incorporate in

■ theirprogrammes subjects which require research or-.to ask them

to concentrate \n their dissertations on matters requiring
. research..■;■■■.

(ii) Service directors or chiefs - associating them with training
■; .through asking bliem ,to give lectureu at the institute and to

"-■ supervise the memoir of students,. ; .

C« . Evaluatijin_of research

The findings of research should not be improperly used. They should
"be published to encourage the authors. '■ ;

jrelstiQnp of training institutes

Discussion leader: Hre C.A- Baker

Rapporteur;- . Mrc B-S. Bukenya

Mrc Baker introduced the topic by stressing the importance-of, and the
need for developing good public relations, since this improves the quality
of training ir. a training institute, "This could improve and maintain the
'esprit de corpo' among V.ie staff", he commented, "and that in a government,
if relationship is good, it can provide a spring board for the:putting "of
things into practice''^

Good general relationship between the public and the institution can
increase, the value of... ana support for the performance of the institute's,
programmes. Now ideas can bs secured through which improvements in the ''
work done by the institute can "be established,,

It is equally important, for 3. training institute to maintain good
relationship with foreign agencies, since further co-operation and apprecia
tion could be well maintained with various donor- countries for-the "DurDose
of further ansitt&iics-: r~*~

(i) More training mate-i-ial could be secured from donor countries,

(ii) More training courses could be provided by donor countries
for inclusion in the institute»g 12aining-.programme.

It is equally important chat, the training-institute'should try its '
best to establish good uori&ug relationship ;Wi*h other training institu
tions since this could establish more co-opflration even to -the extent of
programme and staff exchange; no institutio.i can work successfully in
isolationc . ....-;■
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Public relations could be maintained with tne public body through

mass media andvexhi"oitions« this "being, the medium through which the masses

of people3 "basically those who cannot come to the institute, can""be reached,

Mr*-Madetec in his" comment tried to illustrate the "building of public

relations by the Maseno Institute of Public Administration,, It started by

establishing a joint efi'ort in solving the problems that existed in the

Centre itself through forming a co-operative organization on the basis of

a consumers1 enterprise'^', which organisation eventually prospored and "became

capable of lending money to the members. . This step solved the problem of

paying the school fees of members' children at the Centre, < This influence

of public relations has spread even beyond the campus of the institute3

Mr» Abaliwar.o elaborated more on the various measures that can be

taken in arousing and maintaining public relations by'reaching the masses

of the people through the media of pressf radio- and television programmes,

and by holding"exhibitions-relating to the activities of the;institution

concerned;. "This" he said, "is one of the approaches through which the

public can be reached^ informed of what goes on in terms of functions of

an institute^ and eventually excite their participation in such programmes

as organized from time to'time by the institute concerned". He highlighted

hia comments in line with his experience of the Centre fcr which lie is the

director© This should be true too. with other training institutes with which

the Centre is at per,, . . . . . .

16• The place of consultancy and^advisory services

1:-. ?. training institute "

Pincushion ?.e.?.der* Mtv C-S« Magat . .

Rapporteur; ' Mr. B«A« Tlelase

The topic can"be approached' from three angles: ■

(i) The success cr otherwise of consultancy and advisory services

depends on planning and action for development and nation-

building; in 3hort? it depends on administrative capability,

staff academic qualifications^ experience and reputation that

are acceptable to Government as shock-absorbers of consultancy

and advisory scepticism.;

(ii) Tc attain.ad&iinisirative capability one requires scund organiza-
tion? procedures and management practices in the hands of

qualified and devoted staff. ■

(iii) Purposeful training, consultancy' and advisory services can
produce the ability to plan8 to implement th? plan for develop

ment and nation building ff" as well as organizationt. procedures

and practices,*
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Consultancy arid advisory services arermeant to highlight the identifica

tion of certain basic needsf the study and recommendation of changes for the

better^ also to enable executives to carry out their duties and implement

national objectives^, In short, consultancy and advisory services are accept--

able only when they make for efficiency and effectiveness. . - '

Thus uo;i3ultancy and advisory services deal with management and its

components*-, Planning, establishmentst finance0 control, motivation, delega

tion etco To succeed,, these services v/ill depend on maximum and optimum

support by all concerned* ' ' ■

Location of consultancy and advisory services

There is strong argument for locating these services at' the highest

level possiblec It may also be possible to house consultancy and advisory

services with a local university as ah*independent institution but then

there must be a clear demarcation of responsibilities. ■

The discussions added a few riders to these explanations:

(i) That trainers are agents of change for efficiency and •
effectiveness by imparting skills and knowledge*

(ii) Experience and no training has been emphasized out of
context in the fulfillment of. training requirements, .

(iii) We might want to"adopt different approaches to training
techniques and problems*

(iv) Foreign experts, consultants and advisers should continue
to ne made available where local counterparts are unavail-,

able.

(v) Consultancy and advisory services should take into account
practical situations.

By way of summary a series of provocative' questions were asked

rhetorically: ■ "' ■

(i) What is the purpose of consultancy and advisory services?

(ii) To whem should the services be given5 and by whom?

(iii) How should the services be given? Directly or indirectly?

(iv) How much consultancy and advisory services should be given?

(v) Should institutes charge fees for their consultancy and'advisory
services? If so, how much arid to whom? Should government

departments receiving such services also pay fees?
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17» Public relationst research and consultancy services
of institutes: Open discussions . . . •

Rapporteur: Mr. Athale Ntahobari

After Mr. Edokpayi, Chairman of the seminar, had opened the discussion

Mro Baker requested that a clear distinction be made between organization,

and methods services and administrative organization and management services.

He added that consultancy and advisory services differed from organization
and methods services. Mr. Magat took the floor to point out that Institutes

of Public Administration should provide consultancy services and that or-

■ gariization and management services should replace organization and methods.

Turning next to the role of advisory and consultancy services, parti

cipants raised the question of how such services could help to improve • :

training methods and programmes and how consultants could improve the opera
tion of a particular service.

Mro Magat replied with an example from his own experience. He had been

chief of the training service of his country's Civil Service and in that

capacity had co-ordinated the activities of training institutes^ He added

that even the private sector had not hesitated to ask his advice and that

50 per cent of the lecturers had been provided for him "by the organization
and management service, which had also helped the training institutes to
draw, up training programmes. In additionc the advisory and consultancy i

services could render other useful services. It was up to Governments to.

make what they considered to be the best choice.

- Mr. Edokpayi stressed that Institutes of Public Administration had ■
three main functions:

(i) Training.

(ii) Researchp and :

(iii) Provision of consultancy services.

Mr.' Swai observed that the consultancy services of Institutes of Public
Administration were not appreciated by national Civil Service officials who
preferred to approach an international body to obtain the services of consul
tants and to have studies made. Such officials thought that the services

provided by a national expert were not as good as those provided by a foreign

expert. That raised the question of how to persuade the authorities to use
national consultancy services rather'than those of foreigners.

Mr. Edokpayi replied that the problem was a real one and recalled the
adage that a prophet has honour except in his own country. He gave an

illustration out of his own experience. The officials of a country had ■• :
asked the ECA to provide an expert. ECA hastened to send them an expert .
who, to the astonishment of the officials concerned, turned out to be a
fellow. African.
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Mr. Mouberi commented that there, was duplication of the services of
the research services" of the -.Institutes of Public Administration and those
of CAFRAD, whose functions included the collecting and co-ordinating of
documents for the purpose of research. He asked how consultancy and
research service could operate in an Institute of Public Administration
which was .already short of adequate staff. Dra Bukhala replied that the
objective of such an institute was to change the nethod3 inherited from ■
the,past?;t6 seek new ideas concerning the training of Civil Service cadres
and to find new techniques in public administration;.-the institute should *
therefore engage in research. . ■ • .

'.. ,,.Hi;th.,r,egard.-t0 the .consultancy services which institutes could.provide
for public^administrations, Mr, Tumeo (Zambia) considered that 't was
feasible since each institute possessed its own training service.. The
consultancy services would be addedto the other services provided by the '■'
institutes, In Uganda, for example, consultancy services had provided
training assistance for young officials with diplomas but without any
experience by starting them off in a job.

Dr.- Bukhala proposed that international organizations -should be asked
to recruit experts in the countries which requested them, but considered
that such organisations, when giving assistance, tended to insist on certain
conditions, eogBp bringing in their own experts because they did not have
confidence in the national experts. He further observed that even if the
"experts" recruited international^* their qualiiy was not always the best.
m certain cases, their local counterparts had a sounder preparation though
perhaps lacking in long experience of work«

The representative of Madagascar observed that the qualifications of
experts had become a label about which one should have serious doubts. Some'
experts" with no experience had just received their "baptism11 under f.ire

in the country to which they were sent. The representative of Uganda
pointed out that certain reasons, including tiie financing of l.he 'expert <s
mission, ooliged countries to ask for experts from abroad. The States
dispensing the aid provided the expert and the money. Mr. Lla-at commented
that under-developed countries had few trained s;aff of their own -ind were
reluctant to lose them., for the sake of technical assist .We; Furthermore,
ECA had tried to recruit African experts, but they had not been ab"e to ;
obtain the permission of their Governments to leave. Mr. Edokpayi said
that ECA and OAU were co-operating,in drawing up a list of African specialists
and a programme of technical assistance'among African countries. '

_ In conclusion, the expert's remuneration was considered.- In some "
instances, for example, in the United Arab Republic and in Zambia, the
training institute paid the expert but was reimbursed-by the Treasury. In
other instances, for example, in Madagascar, the consultant was paid by
the Government of the institute. In the case' of a public service of an
industrial or commercial nature, the service itself was responsible for
remuneration, Dro Bukhala saw in that an .unfortunate trend of vWin* to '
live in isolation, the result of touchiness and animosity between officials
of different services. Although a service had an organization and methods

™l Lr°* Z !erVlce might V'e31 prefer to ****& ^ own expert because it
was reluctant to use its colleague's services*
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Role of public relations in regard to training in national institutes

We must establish relations with:

(i) The Government, which will be able to give us its mcral and

practical support not only in financial matters. but also in

terms of personnel.

(ii) The public^ whether at a general or local level. This would

take the form of meetings with people likely to be able to -

help in conversations and during receptions,

(iii)- Foreign agencies which can provide substantial and'suitable aid.

(iv) Institutes or.schools.of .other countries with which exchange

information, reports, etc.B can be established.

Such relations should be conducted adroitly and skilfully so as not

to offend people and give rise to.misunderstandings. .

Our relations may also be based on other considerations. Solidarity

among the staff should help the institute to operate smoothly and could,

for example, take the form of everyone contributing to the setting up of

a school for the children of instructors and employees, or of a: consumer

co—operatives

We think, hov/ever, that one should not be too ambitious, nor seek to do

too muchj nor unduly solicit people.

We must not neglect our former students, more so if they occupy senior

posts5 for they cannot only help increase the school's prestigec but we- could!

also count on their, support whenever the need arises.

The sending of greeting cards to former students and of letters of

congratulations to those- who have been promoted might seem of secondary

importance, but they are very valuable in the maintenance of good relations.

If it is recognized that the directors of training establishments have

the dominant part to play in cementing good relations, all the staff and

students probably also have an important part to play in ensuring the good

name of-the establishment, • ' ■ ' ' •■

Howeverj- it is recommended that one proceed step by step. Nothing

should be left to chance and the director should avoid giving the impression

that ha is working more for his own' prestige -than for,his institute's.
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'■■-■■■--■ 18* Co-opei-ation-amonff training. institutes. - .- .

Discussion leader: Monsieur" Laurencine

. ■■; Rapporteur; Mr. D. Gaveh .• ■.

I11 leading thic 'discussion Mr* Laurencine of CAFRAD remarked that on

several conferences and seminars since 1964 the subject of co-operation

among "training institutes featured very high because the need for co

operation did existe It was necessary to analyse the need and find how

"best co-operation could "be initiated. It was admitted that training insti

tutions, were concerned-with;meeting urgent national requirements.-and so , < .

were engaged in isolation working wxthin their own contexts* "but there was

need to establish regular co-operation among institutions. Because indivi

dual African governments and institutes had limited resources it was. neces

sary to establish a way of sharing scarce resources and experience.

Areas of co-operation* Six areas of co-operation could be identified:*

(i) Administration,

(ii) :Student motivation., ... v ■ • . . .

(ii.v) Teaching staff and staff development,

(iv) Teaching materials,,

(v) Planning and execution" of research,

(vi) Exchange of documents on reciprocal basis.

Difficulties j There were bound to "bo difficulties in i;he process of co

operation. One of i-heae difficulties could be the extraction of necessary

information from official files in government offices. The difficulties

might arise because some documents might be classified as secret or there

might not be the means to publish.them. Nonetheless, institutes must .make

the effort to collect them* ■ .

:k.oth;ir difficulty might arise in connexion with the translation of

documents and the compilation of a glossary e A medium had to be established

for those functions*. CAFRAD^could be a suitable clearing house5 but the

policy end procedure to be followed by any.medium should .be, well, defined.

It was observed that whatever difficulties that might exist could not

be insurmountable and that the need for co-operation was .obvious* The co-. .

operation could follow an agreed organized procedure, or could be on prac

tical initiative among institutes. Exchange of personnel could take place

between close institutes as, for example, in Ghana and Nigeria or African

consultants could be identified and used among training institutes.
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The role of CAPRAD in the co-operation that should exist among train
ing institutes was emphasized, but it was pointed out that since the
primary function of CAPRAD -..-as in the field of administrative training
and research there was neeC. for a machinery for sub^regional co-operation
which could" take charge of the wider needs of training institutions and
at the same time enable CAPRAD to operate within its terms of reference.

The need for ECA and CAFRAD to publish periodicals on training for
the information not only of training institutes but also for African

governments was expressed but it was pointed out that SCA already published
such a periodical which had proved very popular.

It :-;as also observed that in East Africa the Kenya Institute of ■• ■

Administration had already started collecting and disseminating.informa
tion on training material, documents, etc., and that the list had already
reached some 1,500 of such resource materials arranged according to insti
tutes.

A committee was formed to draft a resolution defining the role that
CAFRAITshould play in the field of co-operation among training institutes.
It consistedof:

Mr. Laurencine - Chairman ^. .

■■ Mr. J. Madete - Member '

Hr. Ian Mayo-Sraith - Member

Mr. Ralaidovy - Member

■ 19«- Co-operation in research and training materials development::
Group discussions

Discussion leaders: Messrs. Sdokpayi and Laurencine

- ■ .. Rapporteur: * Mr. L. Sihiya

The principal object of the discussion was to examine the recommenda
tions of the seminar aimed at seeking active co-operation in research and
training materials'development, with CAPRAD and ECA, in addition to, and
complementing regional and sub-regional team work.

It was agreed that participants should break into two groups namely,
the French-speaking and the English-speaking and that consultants were
free to join either of the two groups as they pleased.

After an hour of deliberation, the two teams re-assembled.

The English-speaking group reported that they were in agreement
with the three recommendations subject to minor alterations in text. In
addition to this, the group had gone into detail, exploring the possibili
ties of intensifying sub-regional co-operation in exchanging training

materials, erjuipment and staff. It was agreed that each institute should
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endeavour to get from among its staff someone who can edit training materials

and at the same time have enough interest in the care of equipment so that:

■'■ ' (1) Only suitable material that can be used elsewhere should be
passed to a training institute and film library. <

(ii) Borrowed material and equipment can be well looked after.

It was-emphasized by the English-speaking group that: CAFRAD should '

prepare a Directory of Training Institutes in Africa, so that information

can be passed direct to institutes and not to the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs, as this may lead to information not being passed to persons con

cerned or information getting to the right people too late to"be of any

use. The representatives of CAFRAD made it clear that much depended on

the co-operation of Training Institutes in supplying CAFRAD with all the
details required.

The French-speaking, group reported that they accepted the recommenda

tions in principle. They felt, however, that CAFRAD should supply a

glossary of terras used in both languages so as not to miss the context in

which various terras are used* They also felt ECA in its programme of train

ing trainers, should provide a mobile training unit with a full kit of new

developments in training materials, techniques and visual aids, so that

these cou] d be demonstrated to institutes during national workshops.

After an el?."bora^.e discussion the recommendations were accepted.
c c

Recommendations

The participants to xhe seminar on training methods.and programmes for

directors of training'institutes[.and centres of administrative training,

Considering, that each administrative training institution has avail

able information, documents and training materials and is also carry

ing out teaching experiments that might be of great interest to other

institutions*

Consequently considering that the exchange of information and co

operation between institutions can be an important factor for the■

improvement of the methodu oi* work and that of their efficiency.

Considering that these exchanges and this co-operation must be

organised in a regular and systematic manner and that all train

ing institutions should participate actively in the scheme.

Considering that CAFRAD seems to be the appropriate body that could

play a great role in this field recommends: . >. ■■

■(a) That all Training Institutions in Africa should.be made
aware of the benefit they might derive from this mutual

co-operation arid should take steps to do so by exchanging

the results of their experiences and by making available

the information, documents and teaching materials they

possess.
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(b) That all reasonable steps be taken to create between
institutions of neighbouring countries close and con
tinuous relations.

(c) That CAFRAD, in collaboration with other institutions
concerned, especially those sponsored at the regional

and/or sub-regional level by the ECA, undertake to
gather, classify, catalogue and disseminate for the
benefit of all training institutions in Africa, all
information on teaching methods, techniques, and ma
terials used or might be introduced in Africa, includ
ing audio-visual aids, as well as informing other insti
tutions of the teaching experiments undertaken outside
Airica that night be introduced in Africa-

(d) That when the sub-regional centres have been established
the position should be reconsidered in the light of
experience m implementing the present recommendation.

(e) That ECA should establish a mobile team of specialist
trainers well equipped with a demonstration-kit of
teaching materials and teaching aids as appropriate for
its task,

20 ■ Discussions on country papers

. , , ■ - Moderator: Dr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr. D. Gaveh

(i) MR country paper:; Training: Professional Office™ in the
l?!i0n °f ^^^m^LIro^eots (Presented by Mr. I.A.E.

It had been observed in an earlier discussion of the afternoon that

t +!h! 00™iry PapSr Presented ty Mr. I.A.E. Borollosy, Director of tho
Institute of Puilio Administration, Cairo, reflected onexperiment on the
nev, en,phasis in administration. The paper was on "Training of professional
Scl^-t1;"^011 °f ^^P"*"* P-jects". The InstlZll ^
of Publlc Administration, Cairo, had been running development administra
tion training courses since 1968 because increasing numbers 0? professional
civil servants of various specialities were becoming connected »Uh the

'^sr^srssr*projects in their L L \
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projects. Another gro.up dealt with the same functions in "the Nile Valley
area where the Nile water rather than underground water was used for
irrigation.

The twelve-week period was divided into two periods of four and eight
weeks. The first period was devoted to administrative process with emphasis
on project planning, organizing, execution, control and evaluation. When
all the basic studies were completed the groups, visited the site for
detailed study. This study raised serious problems in local administration,
the introduction of new services and actions were suggested to solve identi
fied problems.. ■ ■ -

The next: stage was the writing of detailed reports on planning, execu
tion and evaluation of one project. The whole exercise involved the trainee
professionals in administrative problems to which they attempted reasonable
and practical solutions.

While the view was expressed by one participant that the training
method that was applied to the professionals in the experiment was a
normal school exercise others felt that training in development administra
tion in a practical way such as the Egyptian experiment, was desirable
specially in developing countries where the professional is often involved
in administrative problems that call for other experiences outside his
professional field for their solutions. Such problems make demand on his
knowledge of other disciplines, e.g., history, psychology, sociology, etc.,
to be able to handle them successfully. The project administrator there
fore must be resourceful and flexible in his attitude to problems that may
carry him outside his specialized field and he should be trained for these
qualities.

It was concluded that in view, of the emphasis on development administra
tion, Training Directors had to adjust their programmes to reflect the new
training needs.

(ii) Mauritius and Rwanda country papers

Mauritius : Determining Training Needs, Priorities and
Programmes in Relation to Assessed Manpower

Requirements (Presented by Mr. D. Heeralall)

, Rwanda : Training Activities in Rwanda ■■

(Presented by Mr. M. Harelimana)

Rapporteur: Mr. V.N, Swai

The two papers were presented respectively.
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Mauritius

Mr. Heeralall outlined the historical background underlying the

training activities in Mauritius: He pointed out that the localization

of the civil service in Mauritius "began long before independence. Thus

when Mauritius acquired her independence, unlike other African countries,

she had no problems of trained manpower to take over the posts which were

vacated by the colonial masters.

After independence the need for training new entrants into the civil

service was, however, realized. This led to the establishment of the

Department of Public Administration in the University of Mauritius. Prior

to independence there was no formal training in public administration.

The little .that there was was1 done on-the-job on an ad hoc basis. Thus

the experience of Mauritius in public administration training is fairly

recent. However, after/ independence courses in Public Administration

were mounted. Staff for such courses were drawn from the University and

the Establishment Division. Arrangements were under way for establishing

courses for senior administrative and technical officers.

It uas observed that at the moment there was no specific national

training policy.in Mauritius. There is however a national development

plan under preparation which should determine the training policy for the

Nation, lie. Heeralall expressed His determination to convince his

superiors cf the need to establish a clear national training1 policy in

Mauritius.

Observations

It uas observed that since Mauritius has a surplus of trained man-

povier it was not clear as to the objectives of- her training programmes.

Mr. Heeralall indicated that the training programmes were directed to

improvement of efficiency and giving skills to new entrants. He, how

ever, noted that it was difficult to pin-point the objectives of the

training programmes in the absence of the national development plan.

It was further observed that at' the moment the Central Establish

ment . Division of the Premier's office was responsible for co-ordinating

training activities in the absence of an instituted central agency.

Rwanda

Mr. H.Hareliraana-outlined-the historical background in which the

training'activities in Rwanda"operate. ' Unlike Mauritius, at independence

Rwanda v;as faced with lack of trained manpower to man the civil service

posts. As a result it was necessary to institute agencies for general

education for the public service in Rwanda.

In addition to this the Government policy in training was to make

the whole nation conscious of training for the development of the country.
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In answering these needs, training activities were organized in two

parts:

(i) Pre-service training,

(ii) Re-training or in-service training.

The pre-service training was done in various Departmental Training

Centres established for this purpose. Such centres covered training in

the following fields: Extension workers, agriculture, typing and steno

grapher duties, post office, co-operative, magistrates, customs officers,

etc. . ■ . , .

.' ■ f -1- ■.;:'-:(; ■ ■ r ■ ■ ; I1 ■ ■ 1 ! I ;• • • ,; ,■;,';; -.■■!. ;' ■ ! ■
Most of these centres were financially aided by various international

donor agencies. Belgium provides full-time instructors for these centres.

These are.supplemented'by part-time instructors drawn from the civil

service. Most courses run by the centres are long in duration, ranging

from one to three years. The co-ordination of the operation of these

centres is the responsibility of the office of the Secretary of State. -

The in-service training programme is co-ordinated by the Public

Service Commission in collaboration with the Principal of the Institute

which conducts such courses. These courses are of much shorter duration,

three to six months. Seminars which include human relations subjects are

also conducted for.high-level civil servants. Some high-level civil

servants are also trained, abroad.

Observations

It was observed that:

(a) When senior officers are on a course their juniors act for

them for the period of absence.

(b) There is very little training in the private sector in Rwanda

, because of the very few industries. The little training that

' exists is conducted by the public institutions.

(c) At the moment there is no training in the technical field.

However this need has been realized and financial assistance

is being sought for this purpose.

(iii) Niger country paper

Types and Levels of Training (in-service and extra-service)

and the Research Needed, to prepare Training Programmes

(try Mr. Souleymane Lyr Co-director of the Niamey National

School of Administration)

Rapporteur: Mr, T, Kamara

The statement by Mr. Souleymane ly, concerned two aspects of training,

namely: the types and levels of training, and the research needed to

prepare training programmes. »
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Types and levels of training

anri p^! types.and+levels of training relate to both in-service training
2* r t^se^vlce Gaining. In-service training involves refresher copses
and further training The refresher courses are of limited duration U

Sii T
t aining ^ elementar^ <two year) iddlLl (ttoee

systems had been adopted: individual and collective. He also referred

betwee" students and teachers presented difficul-

Preparation of training programme

Recruitment, training end the uRe of instructors
(National and foreign) fcy Mr. Gregoire Mouberi, "
Director of the National School of Administration
of the People's Republic of the Congo)

Rapporteur: Mr. T. Kamara

Training policy
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the International Institute of Public Administration (institut International

d1Administration Publique) until 1964. Internal training began in 1959

following the opening of the Foundation for Higher Education in Central

Africa (Fondation de 1vEnseignement Superieur en Afrique Centrale) (F.E.S.A.C.)•
The internal.training was for administrative and judicial cadres and was

supplemented by training in France. The second formula came to an end in

I964, on the decision of the Revolutionary Government to make way for the _ ,

establishment of the National School of Administration (Scole Nationale. .,

d'Adininistration), ' , ■

■ - (2) . Content of training ' ■ '". ..-*., .; ■"■ ■-

It might be said that the training given is unsuitable and too academic

for several reasons, two of which are that the training is tied to university

methods and that the teachers responsible for giving the training are not

involved in the living realities of the country.. Thus the content of the

training heeds to be thought out afresh both from the qualitative and :

quantitative standpoints( hence the proposed solutions.

(3) Solutions

They should be thought out in the context of actual conditions in the.

country and in' conjunction with the Government's proposed development plan.

Firstly, '.he candidates for future training should be carefully and thoroughly

selected. Secondly, consideration should be given to the training of future

trainers- Thirdly, consideration should be given to the use of such trainers.

Conclusion

These last two papers, which impressed the participants, concerned

training in general.. Although they gave rise to both favourable and un

favourable comments on the part of the participants and consultants, a

degree of unanimity nevertheless.emerged regarding possible future measures

for conducting such training efficiently and successfully. Indeed, if the

training of cadres is to be successful, it should be clearly defined in a

programme. It is essential that such a programme receives the full support

of the Government. In training consideration should be .given simultaneously

to competence and quality (the trainer should set an example by his own

behaviour). In short, training should be within the compass of a country's

living realities while noJj losing sight of f the universal principle that

administration remains above all a technique, but a human technique in

the service of tne people. Training should be on a continuing basis, in

which connexion one might quote the adage of Masse, the former Commissioner-

General for the French Plan: "In this accelerating world one is a pupil
for the whole of one's life11* ,
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Annex I. OBJECTIVES OF THE B2JOTAR

1. To appreciate the task and role of trainers and training adminis

trators in manpower development for the purpose of nation "building-

development planning, project programming, implementation and review in

all sectors of national development require trained personnel.

2. To appreciate the need for a rational national training policy based

on a national manpower programme and the role of Directors of Training

.Institutes in the formulation and implementation of such policy.

3. To consider how best to ^ive administrative, professional and

financial support to the efforts of trainers and instructors in' the

discharge of their duties.

4. To consider what appropriate co-operative action should be fostered

among institutes or centres, both public and private,' concerned with

training in order to strengthen the training capability of member States.

5. To consider ECA1 a planned activities for the training of trainers

and the report of the Lusaka Trainers' Workshop and, in light of the

training requirements of African trainers, advise the ECA with particular

regard to:

(a) FUrther modifications in the content of the trainers' workshop

programme;

(b) Fiture lines of action aimed at promoting co-operative effort at

the sub-regional level for research'in, and development of

training materials adapted to African conditions, and the ex

change of information on training methods, including specimens

of training materials 5

(c) The need to develop a programme for the training of Specialist

Trainers who would provide national leadership in the training

of trainers and the development -of training materials - the

role for existing institutions and of external aid.
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Annex II. SEMINAR PROGRAMME

Tuesday 4 August 1970

Arrival and registration

Wednesday 5 August

8:30 - 9:20 Organisation and objectives of Seminar

Mr. S.I. Edokpayi

9*30 -10:30 Opening address

11:00-12:30 Manpower training in national development

Discussion leader: Mrv S.I. Edokpayi

Rapporteur: M.G. Mouberi

14:30-15:45 Training Needs, Priorities and Programmes

Discussion leaders: Mr. C.A. Baker and

Mr. P. Ward

Rapporteur.: Mr. B.A. Tlelase

16:00-17:30 U.A.R. Country Paper

Mr. I.A. El Borollosy

Moderator: Dr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: .Mr. D. Gaveh

18:30-20:00 Reception, Principal, K.I.A.

Thursday 6 August

_ 8:30 - 9.45 Training as an Executive Responsibility

Discussion.leader: Mr. J. Kariuki

Rapporteur: Mr. J.E. Cooper

10:00-11:15 Ghana country paper

Mr, D- Gaveh

Moderator: Dr.'J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr. D. Heeralall

11.30-12:45 The Role of Trainers

Discussion leader : Mr. J. Kariuki

Rapporteur: Mr- L. Sihiya
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Thursday 6 August (continued)

£5 Training Model Building

Discussion leader: Mr. H. Hyman

Rapporteur: Mr- N- Swai

16:00-17:30

Friday 7 August

8:30-9.45

10:00-11:15

11:30-12:45

14:30-17:00

.Saturday 8 August

8:30 - 9:45

10:00-11:15

Country papers: Niger and Ccngo (Brazzaville)

Mr. Soulemane Ly; Mr. G. Mouberi

Moderator: Dr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr. T. Kamara ' !

The Training Activities of Technical Departments

Discussion leaders: Mr. C.A. Baker and

Mr. S.I. Edokpayi1

Rapporteur: Mr. Soulemane Ly

Public Relations of Training Institutes

Discussion leader: Mr, C.A. Baker

Rapporteur: Mr. B.S. Bukenya !

Training of Professional and Technical Personnel in
Administrative Skills (Mr. Mackinson's paper)

Discussion leaders: Mr. J. Green, MrJ f.D. Tumeo and
Mr. C. Magat

Rapporteur: Mr. I.A. El Borollosy \
i

Discussions: Training Needs and Training Methods
and Programmes j

Rapporteur: Mr. F.B.-Tumeo j

Training Methods and Techniques : \'

Discussion leader: Dr. J. Bukhala \

Rapporteur: Mr, A.B. Abaliwano . i
i

Training'Staff Development and Utilization! ■

..Panel: Mrs. Olawoye, Mr. Collins, Mr. Bukenya and
Mr, Edokpayi ,

Rapporteur: Mr. Ralaidovy !
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Saturday 8 August (continued)
11:30-12:45

14:30-18:00

Sunday 9 August

Producing Training and Course Materials

Discussion leaders: Mr. I. Mayo-Smith

Dr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: Mr, John Mandete

Visit to. Games Park

Organized Tour

Monday 10 August

8:30 - 10:00 i) Evaluation of Training Programmes

ii) Techniques of Follow-up of Training Courses

Discussion leaders: Mr. C.A. Baker and

Mr. N. Swai

Rapporteur: Mr. H. Francois

10:30-11:30

11:45-13:00-

14:30-16:30

17:00-18:00

Human relations in the teaching-learning situation

." Discussion leader: Mr. P.E. Ward

Rapport eu'r: Mrs. Olawoye

Training Research Needs (Dr. Kimble's paper)

Discussion leaders: Mr. C.A. Baker and

Mr. S.I. Edokpayi

Rapporteur: M.G* Mouberi

Course and Training Materials Development II

Discussion leaders: Mr. Mayo-Smith and

Mr. J. Bukhala

Rapporteur: M.T. Kamara

Meeting of French-speaking Participants on

Trainers1 Workshop in Central Africa

Tuesday 11 August

8:30 - 10:00 Co-operation among training institutes

Discussion leader: M. Laurencine-

Rapporteur: Mr. D. Gaveh

10:30-11:30 Country papers: Mauritius and Rwanda

Mr. Heeralall; and Mr. Harelimana

Rapporteur: Mr. N. Swai
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y 11 August (continued) . ■•'■■ .. ....-{.. ._...: , . * ..

11:45-13:00 Consultancy and Advisory' Services.of Training Institutes
Discussion leader: Mr. C. Magat ' I

Rapporteur: Mr. B. A. Tlelase

14:30-16:30 Discussions: Public Relations, Research and ...
Consultancy Services of Institutes - |

Discussion leaders: open '
_ .-It. ■ ■■•■■■
Rapporteur: Mr. N. Athale . 1

17:00-18:00 Meeting of English-speaking Participants on
Trainers' Workshop in West Africa i ■ '-*

Wednesday 12 August ■ j

3:30 - 10:00 ECA work programme: Training of-trainers :
Rapporteur: Mr. J. Madete

, , . 1

10:30-12:30 Discussions: Cooperation in research and training
... : materials, development ' i

Discussion leaders: Mr. S.I. Edokpayi and

Mr. Laurencine i
Rapporteur: Mr. L. Sihiya ;

14:30-15:25 Evlauation of Seminar Effectiveness 1

x5:30-16:15 Closing Address I
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Annex III: LIST OP PARTICIPANTS AND CONSULTANTS

I- PARTICIPANTS

Burundi . ■'■

M. Ntahobari Atale, Directeur de l'Ecole nationale. d'administration,

Ecole nationale d1administration, Boite postale 1380, Bujumbura

Congo (The People's Republic of the)

M< Gre-goire Mouberi, Directeur des services administratifs et financiers et
Directeur de l'Ecole nationale d'administration,

Ecole nationale d'administration, B.P. 2017, Brazzaville

Gabon . • ... .

M. Thomas Kamara, Directeur de l'ftcole nationale d'administration du Gabon,
Ecole nationale d'administration, Boite postale 36, Libreville.

Ghana

Mr. David Gaveh, Chief Training Officer,

Establishment Secretariat, P.O.Box M.49i Ministry Branch Post Office
Training Division, Accra .

East African Community

Mr. N. Swai, Training Controller,

E.A. P&T P.O.Box 7108, Kampala

Kenya

Mr. John Madete, Principal

P.O.Box 78, Masene/Kenya '

Lesotho

Mr. Bishop A. Tlelase, Secretary for Training, .

Prime Minister's Office P,0.Box "527, Maseru

Liberia

Mr. James E. Cooper, Director of Civil Service Bureau,

Division of Civil Service, P.O.Box 9019, Monrovia.

Madagascar

* M. Ralaidovy, Directeur,

Centre de Formation Administrative, Boite postale. 929, Tananarive

j Mauritius

Mr. Dyachand Heeralall, Prinoipal Assistant Secretary, ' "

Establishment Division, Prime Minister's Office,

32, Avenue des Jacarandas, Quatre Borne's

ffi^er

M. Sbuleymane Ly, Co-Directeur, ENA,

Ecole Rationale d'administration (ENA) Representative of the UHDP Office
in Niger. P.O.Box 256, Niamey
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Nigeria ■

Mrs. C.K. Olawoye, Acting Deputy Secretary for Development,

Federal Ministry, of Establishment, Lagos

Rwanda

.M. Francois Harelimana, . .. •

Division de perfectionnement du personnel, Ministere de la
Fonction publique et du Travail, B.P. 4O3, Kigali

Swazi land ' '.' '

Mr. L. Sihiya, Acting Principal,

Prime Minister's Office, P.O.Box 495,- Mbabane -, . ,;

Uganda

Mr. B.S. Bukenya, Acting Principal,

Nsamizi Training Centre, P.O.Box 92, Etebbe, Uganda

11 Mr. A.B. Abaliwano, Director,

Management Training and Advisory Centre, P.O. Box 4655, Kampala

UAR

Mr. Ibrahim Ali Borollosy, Director,

Institute of Public Administration, 14 Ramses. Street,-Cairo

Zambi a

Mr. Francis D. Tumeo, Vice-Principal,

National Institute of Public Administration, P.O.Box 1990, Lusaka

ECA

Dr. J. Bukhala, Lecturer,

Department of Education, University College, P.O.Box 30197, Nairobi

" Mr. C-A. Baker, Principal,

Institute of Public Administration, University of Malawi,
P.O.Box 600, Blantyre

" Mr. C.S. Magat, Regional Adviser, Organization and Management,'-
UNECA, P.O.Box 3001, Addis Ababa

ILO

Mr. J.M. Ward, Expert in Teaching Materials, .

ILO Project - KEN 13, P.O.Box 8548, Nairobi

USAID ..;''■
Mr. I. Harry Hyman, Senior Training Adviser,

Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, 135 High Street US Department
of Labour, Hartford, Connecticut, 06101, USA
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UK-RIPA

Mr, P.E. Ward, Overseas Officer,

Royal Institute of Public Administration, 24, Park Crescent,

London, W.I, England.

Ford Foundation

Mr. Ian Mayo-Smith, Adviser, Training Research,

Ford Foundation, P.O.Box 1081, Nairobi.

CAFRAD

Mr. J. Kariuki, Director General,

CAFRAD, B.P. 310, Tangier, Maroc.

" Mr. F. Laurencine, Directeur de la Formation,

CAFRAD, B.P. 310, Tangier, Maroc.

UN (Special Fund)
Mr. J.A. Green, Project Manager,

UN (Special Fund) East African Railway and Harbours Training and
Development Project, P.O.Box 2247, Nairobi.

III. GUEST SPEAKERS

UN (Special Fund)

Dr. B.A.iJ. Collins,

UN (Special Fund) East African Railway and Harbours Training and
Development Project, P.O.Box 2247, Nairobi.

Mr. B.L. Guselle, 0 & M Adviser,

UN (Special Fund) East African Railway and Hartours Training and
Development Project, P.O.Box 2247, Nairobi.

IV. OFFICERS

ECA

Mr. S.I. Edokpayi, Head, Manpower and Training Section, Course Planner/
Director,

UNECA, P.O.Box 3001, Addis Ababa.

KIA

Mr. F.K. Nganatha, Co-Director,

KIA, P.O. Lower Kabete, Nairobi.

11

Mr. G, Kihara, Administrative Officer,

KIA, P.O. Lower Kabete, Nairobi.

rr

Mr. C.G. Maina, Prinicpal and Host to the Seminar,
KIA, P.O. Lower Kabete, Nairobi.


